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June   18th,   2021   

  
  

We   thank   you   for   extending   us   the   opportunity   to   submit   a   bid   for    Certified   Nursing   
Assistance   for   the   Division   of   Developmental   Disabilities   Services    We   are   proud   to   be   the   
nation’s   leading   healthcare   staffing   agency   for   nursing   homes,   schools,   hospitals,   clinics   and   
other   facilities.   We   have   been   successfully   providing   nursing   services   for   over   18   years.   We   are   
happy   to   meet   your   needs   for   all   nursing   staff.   

  
We   always   strive   to   provide   knowledgeable,   experienced,   clinically   proficient   and   

dedicated   health   care   professionals.   We   assure   you   of   excellent   services   and   look   forward   to   
continuing   our   professional   relationship   by   meeting   your   growing   healthcare   challenges.     
  
  

Thank   you.     
  
  

Sincerely,   
  

  
  

Paul   Ruderman   
CEO   
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Quality   Assurance   Program   (QAP)     

This   strategy   devised   to   ensure   quality   assurance   will   be   put   into   effect   under   this   contract.   Our   
strategy    has   been   tailored   to   meet   the   needs   of   the   procurement   set   forth.   The   intended   use   of   
this   results   driven   strategy   is   to   achieve   a   continued   quality   service,   meeting   the   demanding   
needs   of   supplemental    medical   staff.     

The   following   will   serve   as   a   layout   for   the   communication   structure,   coordination,   and   
agreement    amongst   all   members   involved   in   providing   the   services   in   question.     

Employee   Hiring   and   Placement     

Applicants   are   subject   to   a   rigorous   screening   process   to   ensure   competence   and   
professionalism.   In   order   to   qualify   for   employment   at   AAHCS,   each   candidate’s   
experience,    skills,   references,   licensure,   and   current   health   certification   are   reviewed   
and   verified.   All    candidates   must   be   interviewed   by   a   member   of   management   and   
complete   the   following    paperwork   and   tasks   before   being   offered   a   position   with   
AAHCS:     

•   General   application     
•   2   reference   checks     
•   License   Verification     
•   HIPAA   Test     
•   Blood   Bourne   Pathogen   Test   (OSHA)     
•   Any   mandatory   tests   specific   to   the   facility     
•   Self-Skills   Checklist     
•   Employee   Agreement     
•   Confidentiality   Agreement     
•   Time   Sheets   Policy     
•   Call   Out   Policy     
•   Substance   Abuse   Policy     
•   Elderly   abuse   policy     
•   Acknowledgement   of   health   insurance   policy     
•   Acknowledgement   of   Employee   Hand   Book     
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•   Orientation     
•   In-Service   Attendance   
•   Competency   Evaluation     
•   Professional   Liability/Malpractice   Insurance     
•   Copy   of   Healthcare   License     
•   Copy   of   CPR   Card   (LPN/RN)     
•   PPD-TB   Screening   (Within   one   year)     
•   Physical   (Within   the   last   6   months)     
•   I-9     
•   Government   issued   Photo   ID     
•   Copy   of   Social   Security   card     
•   W-4     
•   Criminal   Background   Check     
•   Pre-Employment   Drug   Test     

Each   potential   hire   must   also   undergo   a   Competency   Evaluation   administered   by   our   
clinical    supervisor.   The   Competency   Evaluation   covers   topics   including   but   not   
limited   to:     
       •Admission   and   discharge   of   residents     

•   Head-to-toe   assessment   including   each   body   part     
•   Initial   shower   and   skin   assessments     
•   CPR/AED     
•   IV   Certified/IV   Therapy   Administration     
•   Pulse   Oximetry     
•   Tracheostomy   Care     
•   Neuro   Check     
•   Administering   oxygen     
•   Medication   Administering/Documenting     
•   Narcotic   Counting     
•   MAR   &   TAR   signatures     
•   Psychotropic   Charting     
•   Medicare   Charting    
•   Re-ordering   Narcotics     
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•   Backup   meds   used   and   faxed     
•   Ordering   lab   medication     
•   Clinical   pain   management     
•   Catheter   and   Foley   care     
•   Gastronomy   tube   

Beyond   the   general   process,   AAHCS   screens   applicants   on   a   client   by   client   basis.   We   
evaluate    each   healthcare   professional’s   individual   skills   set   and   previous   experience   to   
determine    whether   he   or   she   is   the   best   possible   match   for   a   given   client   and   or   
setting.   In   addition,    supervisors   and   other   healthcare   professionals   are   required   to   
attend   a   structured   initial    orientation   at   the   home   to   which   they   will   be   assigned,   
ensuring   that   they   will   be   more    comfortable   with   the   environment   before   beginning   
tenure   there.     

Evaluation     

In   efforts   to   create   a   staff   that   is   of   high   quality   and   highly   competent,   our   personnel   
are    constantly   evaluated   during   their   duration   of   employment.   We   perform   monthly   
audits   on   our    employees’   files,   to   ensure   that   all   medical   records   and   licenses   are   up   to   
date.   In   addition,   we    take   great   care   to   document   any   additional   educational   programs   
that   an   employee   has    completed,   which   creates   a   more   refined   and   accurate   record   of   
each   person’s   skill   set   and    competence   level.     

All   of   our   staff   is   formally   evaluated   by   our   Clinical   Supervisor   on   a   quarterly   basis   to   
ensure   that    each   still   meets   the   standards   set   by   AAHCS.     

Employees   are   also   subject   to   periodic   supervisor   evaluations,   as   detailed   in   the   
Performance    Management   portion   of   our   Quality   Assurance   manual.     

Training     

AAHCS   holds   numerous   training   programs   during   the   year   in   order   to   keep   our   
employees   up   to    date   on   relevant   new   medical   developments   as   well   as   to   further   refine   
their   skills.   Programs    planned   for   the   year   cover   a   variety   of   topics,   ranging   from   
administrative   skills   such   as    Documentation   and   GT   Protocol,   to   practical   skills   such   as   
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Medication   Administration   and    Wound   Care.   Overall,   our   intention   is   to   equip   our   
employees   with   both   nursing/caretaking   skills    as   well   as   general   administrative   skills.     

Training   programs   planned   for   the   year   include:     
•   Abuse/Neglect     
•   Infection   Control/Blood   Borne   Pathogens     
•   Wound   Care     
•   Admission   Assessments     
•   Incontinence   Training    
•   Fall   Prevention/Documentation     
•   Responding   to   Emergencies     

                   •   Pain   Management     
•   Sensitivity   Training   
•   CPR   Certification     
•   IV   Certification     
•   State   Survey   Preparation   Training     
•   Review   Facility   Fire   Safety   Procedures     

Completion   of   such   training   sessions   is   noted   in   each   employee’s   record   and   is   taken   
into    account   when   evaluating   their   suitability   for   a   particular   facility   or   position.   In   
addition,   we    encourage   our   employees   to   further   their   own   education   by   subsidizing   
job-related   college    courses.   We   also   highly   encourage   attendance   to   selected   
conferences   and   seminars   that   will    further   professional   development.     

Discipline     

Reports  of  poor  performance  become  part  of  an  employee’s  permanent  record.             
Significant  poor  performance,  or  an  accumulation  of  incidents  of  such,  warrants             
disciplinary  measures.  However,  some  leeway  is  allowed  for  employees  to  learn  from              
their   mistakes.     

AAHCS   utilizes   a   “three-strike”   system   for   the   personnel   on   our   staff   in   order   to   deter   
poor    performance.   “Strikes”   are   received   for   a   variety   of   disciplinary   infractions   
including:   negative    feedback,   last-minute   callouts,   excessive   rudeness,   etc.   After   three   
“strikes”,   AAHCS   no   longer   employs   the   employee   in   question.   This   system   serves   not   
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only   to   deter   poor   performances   and    remove   truly   problematic   offenders,   but   also   
allows   some   leeway   for   individuals,   allowing   the    opportunity   for   them   to   recognize   and   
correct   their   mistakes.     

Recruitment   and   Retention     

The   process   of   recruiting   experienced   and   qualified   healthcare   professionals   begins   
through    referral   network   systems   developed   over   the   course   of   the   years   that   we   have   
been   in   business.    Often,   the   best   leads   to   reliable,   potential   employees   come   from   
existing   employees   who   refer   a    friend   or   co-worker.     

In   addition   to   word-of-mouth,   AAHCS   recruits   via   newspaper   ads,   resume   database   
searches,    internet   job   posting,   and   our   company   website.   The   use   of   the   internet   
allows   us   to   streamline   our   hiring   procedures   and   to   process   applications   on   a   more   
efficient   basis.    

AAHCS   finds   that   its   growth   corresponds   directly   with   the   quantity   and   quality   of   the   
medical    personnel   joining   the   cause.   AAHCS   invests   a   significant   amount   of   effort   in   
continuing   to   grow    its   pool   of   medical   staff.     

Employee   retention   is   just   as   important   as   employee   growth.   AAHCS   focuses   on   
retaining   its    employees   by   creating   a   warm   and   friendly   environment   throughout   the   
office,   as   well   as   in    communication   with   our   external   staff.   We   are   able   to   provide   a   
personable   relationship   with    both   internal   and   external   staff.     
AAHCS   offers   a   variety   of   awards   and   small   incentives   for   all   employees   to   help   
motivate   them    to   strive   for   excellence,   while   providing   a   means   to   reward   employees   for   
exceptional    performance.   After   evaluating   feedback   collected   from   facility   
administrators,   supervisory    personnel,   and   other   employees   in   our   agency,   exemplary   
employees   may   receive   the   Employee   of   the   Month   or   the   Employee   of   the   Year   awards.   
Excellent   employees   are   also   awarded   gift    cards   and   various   other   bonuses.     
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Company   Organization     

  

  

  

  

Signature:    ____________________________________   
Paul   Ruderman,   CEO   
All   American   Healthcare   Services,   Inc.   
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Name    Position   at   AAHCS   

Paul   Ruderman    CEO   (Chief   Executive   Officer)   

Ron   Bhavnani    COO   (Chief   Operating   Officer)   

Stephanie   Suessegger   
  

Director,   Account   Management   
Email   :    stephanie@aahcs.org      
Phone   :   (609)   752-3425   xt.   300   

Stephen   Greenberg    Contract   Administrator     
Email   :    stephen@aahcs.com     
Phone   :    (862)   955-2937   xt.   2937   

Isabel   Doran    Government   Contract   Specialist   
Email   :    isabel@aahcs.org     
Phone   :   (732)   -   737   -   8281   xt.   8281   

Nicole   Ventura    Government   Contract   Intern,   POC   
Email:    nicole@aahcs.org     
Phone:   866-629-2242     

nicole@aahcs.org
Signature
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Background   and   Experience     
All   American   Healthcare   Services   is   an   on-demand   healthcare   staffing   agency,   staffing   

both   Per   Diem   and   permanent   positions.   All   American   has   been   in   business   for   the   past   18   years,   

being   established   in   2003.   We   staff   nursing   personnel,   therapists,   admissions,   all   sorts   of   

Healthcare   personnel   at   nursing   homes,   schools,   hospitals,   and   jails.   We   pride   ourselves   on   

paying   our   nursing   personnel   the   highest   rates   in   the   industry,   and,   most   importantly,   we   pay   our   

nursing   personnel   weekly.   *As   for   working   with   Educational   and   Government   clients,   we   have   

been   in   business   with   these   industries   for   the   past   eight   (8)   years.   

After   we   establish   our   client   relationship,   we   are   then   able   to   broadcast   all   available   shift   

listings   for   said   client.   With   the   use   of   our   AllShifts   App,   and   other   internal   processes,   we   are   

able   to   connect   to   numerous   available   healthcare   specialists   and   fill   those   open   positions.   Once   

we   have   received   a   Staffing   Request   from   a   client   facility,   it   is   then   logged   into   our   system.   

Based   on   the   request’s   specifications/qualifications,   the   30-40   nurses   who   are   most   likely   and   

qualified   to   pick   up   the   shift,    will   be-notified   within   minutes   of   the   request   being   logged   into   our   

system.   This   efficiency   is   ideal   for   All   American’s   clients,   as   they   may   find   themselves   in   a   

pinch   and   need   a   quick   solution.   

The   following   includes   the   projects   All   American   Healthcare   Services   has   contracted   
with   over   the   past   three   (3)   years.   All   of   the   projects   have   been   maintained   up   to   the   contract   
agreements,   or   have   successfully   completed   the   contract   agreements.     

  
New   Jersey   Convention   and   Exposition   Center,   Edison,   NJ   
POC:   Rajesh   Saini,   Administration   
           rajesh@tscti.com   
Nature   of   Service:   Provided   temporary   staffing   services   for   Physicians   (MD),   Registered   
Nurses   (RN)   and   Licensed   Practical   Nurses   (LPN).   
  

Atlantic   City   Convention   Center,   Atlantic   City,   NJ   
POC:   Rajesh   Saini,   Administration     
           rajesh@tscti.com   
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Nature   of   Service:   Provided   temporary   staffing   service   for   Physicians   (MD),   Respiratory   
Therapists   (RT),   Licensed   Practical   Nurses   (LPN),   Registered   Nurses   (RN),   Certified   
Registered   Nurses   Anesthetists   (CRNA),    Nurse   Practitioners   (NR),   and   Physical   
Therapists   (PT).     
  

East   Orange   General   Hospital,   East   Orange,   NJ     
POC:   Rajesh   Saini,   Administration   
           rajesh@tscti.com   
Nature   of   Service:   Provided   temporary   staffing   services   for   Physicians   (MD),   Registered   
Nurses   (RN),   Licensed   Practical   Nurses   (LPN),   Respiratory   Therapists   (RT),   Physical   
Therapists   (PT),   and   Physicians   Assistants   (PA).     
  

New   Jersey   Department   of   Health   
POC:   Rajesh   Saini,   Accounting   
          rajesh@tscti.com   
Nature   of   Service:   Provided   temporary   staffing   services   for   Registered   Nurses   (RN).   
  

Raritan   Valley   Community   College,   Branchburg,   NJ     
POC   :   Rajesh   Saini,   Accounting   
            rajesh@tscti.com   
Nature   of   Service   :   Providing   temporary   staffing   services   for   Registered   Nurses   (RN).   

  
  

  
Signature:    ____________________________________   

Paul   Ruderman,   CEO   
All   American   Healthcare   Services,   Inc.   
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New   Jersey   Business   Registration   Certificate   
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Employee   Information   Report   Certificate   
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Response   to   Scope   of   Service   
  

All   American   Healthcare   Services,   Inc.   does   not   take   any   exceptions   to   the    Scope   of   

Service    set   forth   in   the   solicitation   documents   for    RFP   #   710-21-0031:   Certified   Nursing   

Assistance   for   the   Division   of   Developmental   Disabilities   Services.     
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Potential   Vendor   Roster   

1. Acuff,   Mary   (CNA),   Rogers,   Arkansas   

contact:    maryacuff7_7br@indeedemail.com     

2. Baker,   Arlonda   (CNA),   Mabelvale,   Arkansas   

contact:    arlondabaker2_jpd@indeedemail.com     

3. Batts,   Corey   (CNA),   Benton,   Arkansas   

contact:    batts.corey@gmail.com     

4. Cox,   Mariah   (CNA),   Cave   Springs,   Arkansas   

contact: mariahrebekahcox9_t7k@indeedemail.com     

5. Flowers,   Dornisha   (CNA),   Lewisville,   Arkansas   

contact:    dornishaf6_hqf@indeedemail.com     

6. Griffin,   Tedra   (CNA),   Little   Rock,   Arkansas   

contact:    tedragriffin@gmail.com     

7. Lindsey,   Ashley   (CNA),   Texarkana,   Arkansas   

contact:    ashleyjai08@gmail.com    

8. Powell,   Zaniah   (CNA),   Little   Rock,   Arkansas   

contact:    zaniahpowell@gmail.com     

9. Sanford,   Denise   (CNA),   Hot   Springs   National   Park,   Arkansas   

contact:    sanfordd1999@yahoo.com     

10. Thomas,   Haylie   (CNA),   Springdale,   Arkansas   

contact:    hayliethomas4_bin@indeedemail.com     
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corey@gmail.com
arlondabaker2_jpd@indeedemail.com
7_7br@indeedemail.com
www.aahcs.org
nicole@aahcs.org
Free text
* The proposed registrants must be sourced through All American Healthcare Services, Inc. and may not be privately contacted or contracted. 
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